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Unsupervised grammar induction (inferring a grammar from raw text) is a machine learning task
that strongly resembles the challenge faced by human infants of acquiring the syntax of their
target language [12, 4, 24, 18]. It assumes no universal grammar (c.f. e.g. [8]) and therefore
stands to shed light on the learnability of natural language syntax [3, 7] by quantifying the minimum utility of distributional statistics [22, 6] to syntax acquisition given particular assumptions
about the input and the acquisition process. However, to our knowledge, no existing grammar
induction system (e.g. [23, 20, 4]) models two likely features of human sentence processing: (1)
constraints on working memory [16, 5, 15, 27] and (2) the use of a left-corner parsing strategy
[11, 1, 10, 21, 26, 13, 25]. Furthermore, many grammar induction systems (e.g. [20, 4]) parse
non-incrementally, potentially allowing them to benefit from information unavailable to humans
during parsing. Grammar induction systems also tend to be evaluated on adult-directed newswire
input, which likely differs in important ways from the input received by children. These considerations raise questions about the extent to which the syntactic generalizations learned by these
systems are indeed learnable by humans, who face more severe constraints.
This work presents a new unsupervised grammar induction system that implements both limited working memory and a left-corner parsing strategy. Our system also attempts the more challenging learning problem of full joint acquisition of syntactic categorization and structural parsing
([23] and [20] only learn unlabeled bracketings, and [4] separates part of speech tagging and
dependency parsing). The system updates its rule probabilities in order to estimate the most
likely decision sequence by calculating and sampling from a posterior distribution at each time
step [28, 24]. We simulate the syntax acquisition process in a left-corner learner by exposing the
system to child-directed input, and evaluate the extent of its learning by comparing its parses to
those of a human-annotated baseline [19]. To model infants’ cognitive limitations [9] and small
hypothesis space [17], we limit memory store depth to at most two disjoint derivation fragments
and assume a small number of syntactic categories.1 Our model lacks an explicit notion of world
knowledge or reference, which allows us to probe the richness of distributional statistics alone as
cues to syntactic structure during the acquisition and parsing process.
We evaluate this system on the child-directed sentences of the Eve section of the Brown corpus
[2] distributed through the CHILDES database [14]. Our system achieves an accuracy (F1) score
of 62.47, improving significantly (p < 0.0001) over a random baseline accuracy of 44.30.Competing systems without the aforementioned cognitive constraints ([23], [20], and [4]) performed near
or below our level of accuracy, suggesting that cognitive constraints on parsing do not inhibit the
syntax acquisition task, and in some cases may even aid it. In addition, our system uses centerembedding to discover linguistically interesting constructions, such as subject-auxiliary inversion
(which has been argued to be too difficult to learn from data, see e.g. [3]). Our result shows that
word distributions are informative to a cognitively-constrained learner. At the same time, there is
much residual unlearned structure, some of which may be truly unlearnable, and some of which
may be learnable under different assumptions about the input or the acquisition process. Further
work on cognitively-constrained grammar induction may permit additional traction on this question.
This project was sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency award #HR0011-15-2-0022. The
content of the information does not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the Government, and no official
endorsement should be inferred.
1
We provide our left-corner system with four active categories (signs currently being built), four awaited categories
(signs needed in order to complete a category), and eight parts of speech.
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